
Mel Man,

In order to be conservative with the words I didn’t specify that not only 

would you have to substitute White for Black in the scenarios, but you 

would have to tweek the scenarios so that it would be specific to the White 

race.

So there’s a Church and there’s a Black Church? Why is that? Are you 

also implying that there is America and then there’s Black America? Are 

they separate but equal? So no White people add to the bottom line of a 

Tyler Perry movie? There are movies and then there are Black movies, 

and Blacks only see black movies and Whites only see movies.

What movies have a Christian world view (what ever that is supposed to 

mean according to you)? What makes a movie targeted to Black people? 

Black people being in the movie? Black people directing the movie? Is a 

movie considered marketed to Black people because there has been a 

black out in Hollywood or a misrepresentation of black people? Ok…so is 

there a thing called movies marketed to white people specifically? Or are 

there movies marketed to people and movies marketed to black people? I 

guess some movies are marketed to women (chick flicks; romantic 

comedies), while others are marketed to men (action flicks; horror movies), 

although a lot of brothers watch the women movies and a lot of sisters like 

the men movies. And then we can break it down further: movies targeted 

to black people and movies targeted to black Christian people And 

again, is Mr. Deeds a movie about black culture or American culture? Does 

Tyler Perry make movies or Christian movies? I haven’t seen it but based 

on your review it’s not a black thing for a man to be president of a 

company and living with a woman and not living the life he wants to live. 

The role was positive even if not perfect if he did the good deed of building 

a well in Africa with his money. Jesus told parables about imperfect 

people. He even commended the dishonest manager in Luke 16, but does 

that mean that he advocated dishonesty? Is the Gospel marketed to all 

people, or just the CALLED (predestined) people?

The percentage of abortions in America by race are: 41% white, 32% black 

and 20% Hispanic. Abortion is a political issue that you have adopted as 

one of your religious pet peeves. Republicans/Conservatives care about 

fetus’ and embryos like a Chi-Town street pimp advocates for woman’s 



liberation. Republicans use it as a platform issue to get votes from self 

righteous white Christians who wont even worship with black Christians let 

alone fight for the rights of people who don’t look or think like them. For the 

record most Blacks are against abortion and recognize homosexuality as a 

sin. However, that is straining a political gnat out of the drink when there 

are camels being swallowed by the Republican party, such as the endless 

wars that kill more innocent civilians (men women and children) and have 

bankrupted the country. And these are NOT righteous wars to fight 

terrorism, but wars for resources–most notably oil–in other countries.

Mel Man, you don’t have a Christian world view based on scripture, you 

have a Christian world view formed by the political Right’s propaganda 

machine. Last I checked Jesus nor the Apostles endorsed the Roman 

Empire nor a political party; they did not commend Pilot, Herod or Caesar. 

If the U.S. was a Theocracy and the Republican party consisted of Jesus 

and the Apostles, then I could endorse your endorsement. Sorry Mel Man, 

but you can’t hold up the blood stained banner while promoting the political 

views of the political party of a world government with an unholy history.

When Jesus quoted: “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has 

anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to 

proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to 

set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor…” He was 

certainly talking about republican political philosophy and practice in 

America. Republicans/Conservatives certainly have a history of favoring 

the poor, keeping people out of prisons and not holding their crimes 

against them once they’ve served time, universal health care with a single 

payer system a la most modern advanced nations (no pharmaceutical 

influence and insurance middlemen), equality and liberty to those on the 

low end of the American chaste system.

The U.S. population has increased steadily by anywhere from 1.5 million to 

close to 3 million steadily since 1900. Black population in the U.S. 

increased as follows: 1920, 10.5 million and 9.9 percent of population; 

1930, 11.9, 9.7; 1940, 12.9, 9.8; 1950, 15, 10; 1960, 18.9, 10.5; 1970, 

22.6, 11.1; 1980, 26.5, 11.7; 1990, 30, 12.1; 2000, 34.6, 14.8; 2010, 40, 

13.3. Abortion hasn’t stopped the black population from increasing.

From 1979 thru 2007 the income of the top 1% of the our country 

increased by 275%, while the income of the 60% middle class increased 



by 40%; the average pretaxed income of the bottom 90% decreased by 

$900, while that of the top 1% increased by over $700,000.

The wealth gap between whites and blacks has quadrupled from 1984 

through 2007. Financial assets, excluding home equity, among white 

families grew from a median value of $22,000 to $100,000, while African-

Americans had a median wealth of $5,000 in 2007. Reagan was president 

from 1980-1992 (Bush the 1st got the last 4 years); there was a hiccup of 

Clinton from 1992-2000; and then Bush the 2nd coming from 2000-2008. 

So that’s 20 years of Republicans to 8 years for democrats.

The U.S. is 5% of the worlds population, but has 25% of the world’s 

prisons. In a span of 3 decades (from 1982) the prison population

exploded from 300,000 to more than two million. There are more blacks in 

the prison system than were enslaved. As of 2009 black males accounted 

for 841,000, white males 693,800, and hispanics 442,000 of inmates in 

custody. In the global economy the labor of force is not needed for black 

men. And you are so concerned about unborn black babies but you don’t 

make a political peep about black people (including children) who are 

already here? You know, if only we can prevent gays from marrying all will 

be well with the world.

Why do black people support Obama because he’s black? Obama in 3 and 

a half years has outdid the humanity denying Founding Fathers, Slavery, 

Jim Crow, and the new Jim Crow known as the prison system in terms of 

hurting black people? Reagan, Bush the 1st, and Bush the 2nd coming has 

more of a heart for Black people than Obama? If you are gonna chastise 

black people for voting for Obama, don’t be numbered with the hypocrites 

in doing so. If you voted for Bush twice you oughta be ashamed of 

yourself. And if you voted for Reagan thrice you need to be flogged lol It 

reminds me of a dude who has 10 baby mommas and complains when a 

nice girl he meets isn’t a virgin. Believe it or not there are dudes out there 

with that mentality, and the sad part is they don’t see nothing wrong with 

that.

Are you pleased with the fruit of your voting labor? Are you pleased with 

the legacy of Reagan/Bush the 1st and the trickle down economics (the 

American poverty level increased while the income going to the top 5% 

increased), the Iran Contra scandal and the War on Drugs? Did you vote 

for Bush the 2nd twice? His 1st term left a legacy in which the 



Bush/Cheney White House were in on the 9/11 attacks on America, which 

lead to the Patriot Act, the Iraq invasion and other military adventures. Of 

course they lied about the reasons (fighting terrorists/a holy war). We wont 

even talk about the economy tanking in 2008 and him stealing the election 

in 2000.

If you wanna give the whole political system legitimacy, then point out that 

the House Republicans are raising a lot of hell. Since Republicans are the 

Christian Value Party, make more noise about the political and religious 

leaders of the movement who engage in the sexual immorality that they 

condemn.

I’ll admit Obama has reneged on a lot of his promises. Plain and simple he 

turned out to be a typical politician who happens to be more articulate than 

most, and he’s black for a change of several centuries of white men

While some black folks don’t follow closely what a president does (actually 

white folks are the same way; they tend to listen to the propaganda of talk 

show hosts like Limbaugh and Sarah Palin and bloggers like the dictator of 

pulpit pimps.org–couldn’t resist –to get their info, even if it’s not reliable), 

many of us do. I took issue with the fact that President Obama packed his 

economic team with the same Goldman Sachs insiders who tanked the 

economy in the first place (shortly after getting elected), not to mention the 

Defense Authorization Act among other things.

However, I don’t understand how you can give the political system 

credibility. The only reason I can think of is you don’t want to admit you 

were wrong (repent) about the party that you still seem to endorse. This 

party who is supposed to be the party of morality and family values has a 

long history of sexual scandals that include not only infidelity but 

homosexuality among the political and religious leader. In the word of the 

Word, “WOE.” Your argument is coming from the wrong angle. You keep 

coming at it from a conservative/liberal; republican/democrat standpoint as 

if one side is right and the other side is wrong, when you need to call it the 

oligarchy that it is, because both sides have worked exclusively for the 

banks/wall street/top 1%. If one guy robs you at gun point and another guy 

breaks in your house and cleans you out, both are a violation and a form of 

rape. The way you endorse the Republican party is like saying “I know they 

stuck you up, but at least they didn’t take every thing from your house” or 

“At least the guy who raped you looked handsome and wore a condom.” 



Basically you are saying “I know that the Republican party has messed up 

a lot of people’s life (although you really haven’t admitted this), but at least 

they’re homophobic and pro-life. That said, I will argue that the 

Republicans have worked harder and more overtly for the banks/wall 

street, but if you wanna disagree with that I wont debate you on that point, 

because I think the whole political system is rotten to the core. It’s a moot 

point who black folks support at this point. And kill the silly labels such as 

Socialism. In order for Capitalism to work in this county poor people have 

to be exploited (cheap labor over seas) so that the top 1% can continue to 

add to their wealth.

Peace and Blessings


